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Abstract 
PkFit - a user friendly software for the Macintosh, OpenVMS and UNIX workstations - is intended for the data 

processing of neutron three-axis spectrometers. Inelastic, quasi-elastic or elastic spectra are fitted by a linear background 
plus a series of peak functions. The program offers several built-in peak functions but the user may add its own peak 
shapes through stand-alone code resources. The model can include the Bose factor, the kf or ki correction, the neutron 
absorption and the convolution of the signal with a one-dimensional or a four-dimensional resolution function. The 
latter is calculated from the configuration parameters of the spectrometer through the help of the Cooper-Nathans 
method or the Popovici method. Fast 4D integration is performed by means of new methods, one based on 
a Monte-Carlo integration technique and the other based on a Gaussian approximation. 
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1. Introduction 

Inelastic neutron scattering is a well-known technique 
for the study of excitations in condensed matter. The 
dispersion of excitations is generally measured with the 
help of three-axis spectrometers (TAS) since it allows 
for the energy to be scanned independently from the 
wave vector Q variables. Because the peak position being 
often the only relevant information, a simplistic program 
may suffice to extract it from the data. However, in many 
other cases the data processing can be improved by, or 
clearly requires, a more sophisticated approach. For 
example, the exact peak location is sometimes not easy to 
obtain, especially when the signal is asymmetrical. This 
typically happens when the dispersion curve is not linear 
or when the structure factor varies rapidly. In such cases 
a convolution of the peak shape with the resolution 
function has to be performed. Similarly, the peak shape 
may require special attention since it carries extra in- 
formation. For exampie, in phase transition studies, 
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the peak width is a function of the temperature and/or of 
the Q value. PkFit was designed to provide up-to-date 
data processing algorithms together with a user-friendly 
interface. 

In the past, most TAS programs had a line user 
interface and were able to handle one-dimensional in- 
strument resolution only. We cite FIT3AX [3] and the 
early version of PkFit by Hullah [4]. The resolution 
width was computed separately from the curve fit (e.g., 
RESCAL [4]). Today one of the most sophisticated fit 
program is the one developed by Hennion [S] for UNIX 
workstations. The resolution calculation can be per- 
formed at each scan point, a local quadratic dispersion 
surface can be introduced for dispersive excitations, etc. 

The new PkFit program described here goes a step 
further since it offers a friendly graphical user interface 
(GUI) and some original features and algorithms. For 
example, the resolution calculations are part of the curve 
fitting process, thus, allowing for the convolution of 
the signal with the resolution function, either at one- 
dimensional (1D) or four-dimensional (4D). Fast 4D inte- 
gration is performed by means of new methods, one 
based on a Monte-Carlo integration technique and the 
other based on a Gaussian approximation. This leads to 
short computing times even in the case of nonlinear 
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dispersion curves or in the case of 4D scattering from the three former parameters due to the relationship 
functions. H =_/“(A, W). 

The various built-in models available to fit the data are 
described in Section 2. The convolution calculations are 
detailed in Section 3. Some features of PkFit are illus- 
trated in Section 4 and finally some technical notes are 
given in Section 5. 

2. PkFit model 

The model used by PkFit to fit TAS data is 

The incoherent elastic scattering is usually defined as 
St,,,(X) = A&o). However, since in PkFit the incoherent 
elastic scattering is directly accounted for by the resolu- 
tion function, the incoherent peak can only be used in the 
case of an energy scan. It is then defined as a Gaussian 
peak located at C and with a width, W. that can be set, or 
calculated from the resolution matrix, but never fitted. 
The incoherent-peak location C can be fitted to account 
for the zero energy shift due, e.g., to a misalignment of the 
analyser. No temperature correction is applied to this 
type of peak. 

Z(X) = Fe + sex + ZcJX) (1) 

where X is the scan variable, Fe and Se are the linear 
background parameters, Q is the wave vector Q = kr - ki 
and w is the transfer energy of the neutron hw = 
Ei - Er = (h’/Zm,)(k~ - k:). Z(X) is the detector count 
at scan point X, while Zo,JX) describes the elastic or 
inelastic scattering intensity. 

The Bragg dz~ruction is implemented as a 1D Gaussian 
peak with a width equal to the resolution width cal- 
culated by means of the Cooper-Nathans method [l] or 
the Popovici method [2]. No temperature correction is 
applied to this type of peak. 

The dispersive excitation (phonon or magnon like) is 
described by a delta function in the undamped case: 

When a 1D Gaussian resolution function is included, 
the inelastic scattering contribution is given by 

s 

+oO 
Za.ul(X) = M,,,(X) S,,,(X - X’) Z&,(X’) dX’, (2) 

--cc 

where M,.,(X) represents a multiplicative factor to ac- 
count for some corrections to the intensity. Depending 
on the experimental conditions (e.g. the scattering pro- 
cess, the scan type, the sample, etc), some corrections (e.g. 
the temperature factor, the kf or ki correction, the absorp- 
tion correction, etc) have to be added to the fit model. 
Sc,JX) is the scattering function (for a general review 
on neutron scattering see Refs. [6-9]), and RQ.,(X) 

is the resolution function. When no resolution func- 
tion is included the inelastic scattering function (2) is 
directly the scattering function which depends only on 
the physical problem. Since a general expression cannot 
be obtained, PkFit relies on several semi-empirical func- 
tions which are of common use for this type of calcu- 
lation [6,10,11]. 

%x,(X) = A6 Cm - w&)1 &Q - Qo, (3) 

or by a Lorentzian or harmonic oscillator in the damped 

case. It is directly accounted for by the 4D resolution 
function. The scattering intensity is given by a Monte- 
Carlo integration (see Section 3) and the fit is performed 
on the scale factor, A, on the peak position, C = coo(q), 
and on one of the dispersion curve parameters (un- 
damped case) or on the width W (damped case). 

3. Convolution of the resolution function with the signal 

The TAS instrumental resolution function imple- 
mented in PkFit is of the normalised Gaussian type: 

R(Q, w) = R. exp( -In 2[B,,,w2 + B,Qz + B,Q; + Z3,QZ 

In PkFit the built-in scattering functions are the con- 
ventional Gauss, Lorentz and damped harmonic-oscil- 
lator functions plus extra functions corresponding to 
specific types of signal. These extra functions, described 
below, are the incoherent elastic scattering, the Bragg 
diffraction, or the signal of dispersive excitations (e.g. 
phonon/magnon). In addition, the user can provide his 
own functions in stand-alone code, i.e. code which is 
dynamically linked at runtime. All peak functions have 
three fit parameters: the full-width at half-maximum W, 

the location C, and the area scaled to the selected moni- 
tor value A. A fourth parameter is often useful, the peak 
height, H (in neutron counts). H can be used to initialise 
A but is never directly fitted since it is not independent 

+ 2 &x~Qx + 2 L,wQ, + 2 &,QxQ,I) > (4) 

where R. is the normalisation factor (the 4D integral of 
the resolution function is equal to l), x and y are two 
directions defining the scattering plane and z is the verti- 
cal direction of the spectrometer. Generally, the vertical 
and horizontal resolutions are independent (B,,,,, B,,, 
B,, = 0) due to the specific geometry of the three-axis 
spectrometers. This may not be entirely true when a ver- 
tically focusing monochromator and/or analyser is used. 
PkFit does not take account of these cases. The resolu- 
tion parameters Bij are those given by the Cooper- 
Nathans method [l] or the Popovici method [2] for 
a given set of spectrometer-configuration parameters. In 
the case of a constant ki scan, the resolution volume is 
accounted for by the k: tgg’(0,) correction. In the case of 
a constant kf scan the resolution volume, when multi- 
plied by the monitor efficiency (in l/kJ and by the term 
kf/ki of the cross section, is simply a constant. In PkFit 
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the monitor efficiency is assumed to account for the 
multiple order contamination. 

At present PkFit can convolute its own built-in func- 
tions but not yet the user-defined functions. The convolu- 
tion dimension can be 0 (no convolution), 1 (convolution 
in the scan direction only) or 4. In the ID case, the 
instrumental resolution function is assumed to be a 1D 
Gaussian whose width can be set by the user or cal- 
culated from the resolution matrix. Two methods are 
available to perform the convolution. The first uses a nu- 
merical integration, which is fast but may need several 
trials to converge. The second approximates the signal by 
a sum of Gaussian and then performs an analytic integra- 
tion (see the Appendix). In the 40 case, a “sum of Gaus- 
sian” approximation, similar to the one used in the 1D 
case, also makes it possible to convolute the 4D resolu- 
tion function with a 4D scattering function (see the 
Appendix). This is useful. e.g., to study phase transition 
phenomena (for example, see Ref. [ 121). The 4D convolu- 
tion is also available in the case of undamped and 
damped dispersive excitations but as explained below 
this requires special attention. 

In the case of undamped excitations (the scattering 
function is a delta function (3)), the calculation of the 
integral (2) corresponds to the determination of the sec- 
tion of the resolution ellipsoid by the dispersion surface. 
This can be carried out analytically in case of a planar 
dispersion (cf. Ref. Cl]), but this is often quite compli- 
cated and time-consuming. Many of the problems are 
avoided by using a Monte-Carlo (MC) integration tech- 
nique based on the following two ideas: 
- A set of random points, with a Gaussian probability 

density, can be directly generated in the (Q, w) space to 
simulate the R(Q, Q) function. 

- Integral (2) is approximated by the volume of the slice 
of the resolution ellipsoid bounded by the dispersion 
surfaces corresponding to two subsequent scan posi- 
tions. 
By using the Gaussian distribution, mentioned in the 

first point, instead of a uniform distribution, the “hit-or- 
miss” Monte-Carlo integration technique, described in 
the second point, becomes a crude MC integration tech- 
nique, which is more efficient (see Ref. [13]). The value of 
integral (2) is easily obtained as the number of MC events 
for which the value of w(q) - w lies within w, f AwJ2, 
where Aw, is the step-length of the scan. It is also 
assumed that the TAS resolution function does not 
change in the peak region. As a consequence, during 
a single summation over a set of the random points, 
the simulated profile is accumulated by binning 
the differences w(q) - OJ into a histogram with step 
length Am,. 

The above algorithm is directly applicable to any 
type of dispersion as long as the dispersion equa- 
tion is resolved with respect to the energy. For linear 
dispersion in (Q, w) space, it can be generalised to 

any scan direction, while for curved dispersion sur- 
faces, their expression cannot always be resolved 
with respect to the scan variable. In the latter case, 
even if an interpolation is performed the computation 
time will be long. Therefore, to preserve the interactivity, 
PkFit calculates scan profiles by means of the MC 
method only for general scan directions and planar 
dispersion surfaces (equivalent to the Cooper and 
Nathans method) or for scans at Q = constant. Since we 
consider here undamped excitations, whose scattering 
function is a delta function, the profile calculated as 
explained before is directly the peak function to be used 
to fit the data. Therefore, the fit parameters are the peak 
centre, the intensity and one of the dispersion curve 
parameter (e.g., the slope in the case of a linear dispersion 
curve). 

In PkFit the case of damped excitations (with a finite 
lifetime) is treated as an extension of the undamped case. 
This is done through a numerical convolution of the 
histogram with a normalised scattering function. There- 
fore, both the undamped and damped dispersive excita- 
tions can be treated by means of the 4D convolution 
method above. In other words, convoluting the resolu- 
tion function with the signal is simple since it requires 
only that one of the built-in scattering functions (delta, 
Lorentzian or damped harmonic oscillator) and the type 
of the dispersion curve be selected. The built-in disper- 
sion curves can be 
_ a local linear dispersion curve, 
_ a local quadratic dispersion curve, 
- a sinusoidal dispersion curve. 

4. Some features of the program 

PkFit has many functionalities that the user will dis- 
cover by himself or by reading the manual [14]. We 
present here two examples showing the most interesting 
features of PkFit. 

4.1. Peak asymmetry due to nonlinear dispersion curves 

As explained above, one of the interesting features 
of PkFit is that it accounts for non-linear dispersion 
curves. The corresponding profile computed for a given 
set of instrument parameters and used by the fit process 
can be visualised (Fig. 1). This helps the user to under- 
stand what happens when an energy scan is performed, 
i.e. when the resolution ellipsoid is translated along the 
energy axis. 

4.2. Magnons in CeB, compound 

This example, taken from Ref. [15], is typical on how 
PkFit can be used to fit an energy scan. Four different 
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Phonon Width at Q = (3.9,3.9,21 and En = 65 meV 
Resolution calculation by Popovici method 

1 I , I I I 

(3.8,3.8,2) (3.9,3.9,2) (4,4,2) 62 64 

- Ellipsoid Projection 
m-i (meV) 

-........ Ellipsoid Cut W@=2.108 meV 

Phonon profile by MC integration 

-Dispersion curve 

~~ + Ck[sin(aqh + (in) / 7c12+...+2C,,sin(aqh + cP&in(nqk + (Pk) / It+... 

A = 53.818 meV C&=85 meV Chk=O meV2 (Ph=90 degrees 

C,=85 meV C,,=O meV2 (~~'90 degrees 

Cl= 0 meV Ckl=O meV2 (f~= 0 degrees 

Fig. 1. Asymmetric peak profile. PkFit shows a graphic window divided in three parts. The formula of the dispersion curve (here 
a sinusoidal shape) and the corresponding parameter values are written in the lower part. The projection and the cut of the resolution 
ellipsoid (which are almost identical here), plus the dispersion curve, are shown in the top left part. The horizontal axis is the dispersion 
direction (1, 1,0) being studied, and the vertical axis is the energy in meV. Finally, the top right part displays the asymmetrical profile 
calculated by Monte-Carlo integration and drawn in the form of a histogram. 

signals are observed (Fig. 2). The first one, at zero energy, 
is the incoherent elastic scattering. It is modelled here by 

an incoherent peak whose width is calculated from the 
resolution matrix. The three other peaks are Lorentzian 
functions convoluted with a 1D Gaussian resolution 

function. The width of the latter is calculated from the 
resolution matrix too. Since two of the Lorentzian peaks 
overlap partially, these widths are constrained to be 

equal to prevent divergence. The energy scan being per- 
formed here in the kl constant mode, no ki correction is 
applied. The temperature factor is included in the model 
and the absorption correction is used to account for the 
strong absorption of the boron. The effect of the latter 

correction is clearly visible since the fit correctly accounts 
for a background higher on the positive-energy side than 
on the negative-energy side. 

5. Technical notes 

PkFit is based on the original code of Hullah [4]. The 
authors substantially improved it and introduced new 
features (lD/4D resolution calculation, user defined peak 
functions, etc.). The old sources have been converted to 
FORTRAN 77 and re-organised with the help of the 

MPW environment’ and the Language Systems’ FOR- 

TRAN compiler so as to be more easily adaptable to 
different computers. The Macintosh version uses the 
Apple’s toolbox for a convivial interactivity and the TSi- 
Graphics3 library for graphics. An OpenVMS version 
and a UNIX version also exist. The latter are based on 
the freeware library PGPLOT4 for graphics and dia- 
logues. All three versions are available through anony- 

mous ftp at ftp.ill.fr in the directory /pub/tas/pkfit and on 
WWW http://www.ill.fr/tas/welcome.html. 

PkFit can be used on any Macintosh computer running 

MacOS 7.0 or later. However, the use of more powerful 
hardware (a PowerPC processor or, at least, a MC680 x 0 
processor plus a floating point unit) is advisable if the 4D 
resolution has to be used. For example, the fit of a delta 
peak (Monte-Carlo integration) on a 12 point scan takes 

’ Macintosh Programming WorkshopTM by Apple Computer, 
Inc. 

’ Language System Corporationr”, 100 Carpenter Drive Ster- 
ling, VA 20164 (http://www.fortner.com/). 

‘Techno-Sciences, Inc., 1001 Derekwood Lane, Suite 204, 
Lanham, Maryland 20706 (http://www.fortner.com/). 

‘Tim Pearson, Astronomy Department, Caltech 105-24, 
Pasadena 91125, USA (http://astro.caltech.edu/ _ tjp/pgplot). 
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4f2:EnScan.TAS:CeB6 AFQ phase Parameters 

FIT No: 1 Peak 1 (1.1) 

Peak 2 (L,l) 

rl, o 1, , , , I , , , , , , , [ , , , , , , , ) , , , 1 ~~~.:,:“,sl 
0 1 2 3 4 w .41 (20) 

SN (meV) 
(21) 

; ;;“f” (61) 
ld 6, 
\-.-I 

BCK = 18.1 (2.2) + 0.0 (fixed) * EN CHISQR = 3.22 
corrections for the following points: -.50000 2.00000 4.50000 meV 

Bose factor * EN : .05442 2.00019 4.50000 

Absorption : .27436 .44627 .52501 
Sample background : 4.27185 6.94865 8.17457 

Fig. 2. Typical display of the results from the fit of an energy scan. Here data from a CeB, sample measured on the C.E.Saclay instrument 

4f2 have been fitted as explained in the text. The PkFit window is divided into three parts: the plot region (top left). the comment region 

(bottom), and the parameter region (top right). The comment region displays the background parameters and the value of the applied 

corrections at three different energies. The parameter region displays the type, the resolution width (GW) and the parameter values for 

each peak. The values in brackets are the errors but, for parameters not fitted, they are replaced by the word “fixed”. For a parameter 

p, constrained to be equal to another parameter pi. the parameter value is replaced by *’ = pi”. In the example shown here, the width of 

peak 1 was not fitted and the width of peak 3 was constrained to be equal to the width of peak 2. Thus, the value of the width of peak 3 is 

replaced by *’ = W2”. 

approximately 5 min on a PowerBook 540 (processor 
68040, no floating point unit) while on a PowerMac 
7200/90 (powerPC processor) it takes a few seconds only. 

5.1. Fit procedure 

The nonlinear least-squares algorithm is of the 
Gauss-Newton type. It minimises the sum-of-squares of 
the difference between the calculated and the measured 

values, weighted by the experimental errors. However, 
as usual with least-squares methods, the convergence 
domain is not very broad and thus the refinement may 
occasionally converge to a local minima if the starting 
parameters are too far from the correct solution. Each 
peak and background parameter can be either fitted or 
kept fixed. In the case of a delta function, the width 
cannot be fitted but it is replaced by the slope parameter 
of the dispersion curve (local linear or local quadratic 
type) or the gap parameter (sinusoidal type). At present, 
the dispersion parameters can be set but not refined 

(except for the delta function case). However, this may 
change in future versions of the program. 

5.2. Data file.formats 

PkFit reads data from ASCII files in most of the TAS 
formats used at the ILL, at the C.E.N.Grenoble or at 

C.E.Saclay. Other formats should be first converted in the 
very simple “free format” also supported by the program. 
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Table 1 

Function N,,, + 1 cf. a 6 ‘/ E 

Lorentzian (p = 1) 17 0.605483 0.378768 0.759196 0.539198 0.645745 
Square Lorentzian (p = 2) 9 0.681772 0.244425 1.10383 0.413822 0.507653 
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Appendix. Gaussian approximation 

In the general case the numerical convolution of the 
resolution function with the scattering function takes 
a lot of CPU time, especially in the 4D case. However, 
since the resolution function is of the Gaussian type, 
a much faster analytic convolution is possible when the 
scattering function is also of Gaussian type. Therefore, 
whenever possible, nonGaussian scattering functions 
are approximated by a sum of Gaussians, e.g., for 
a Lorentzian at the power p, the following expression 
is used: 

1 N,,, + 1 
= 

(1 + X2)’ 
1 b, exp ( -ln(2)aiX2) 

n=i 

with 

bl = 
l-8 

1 _/+.+lY and b, = bnml*/l for n = l,N,,,, 

aI=6 and u,=u,_~*u for n=l,N,,,, 

b N..,, + 1 = 1 - Y UN,,, + 1 = l/E. 

For a better approximation at high X, and to limit the 
numbers of fit parameters to five (or,/3,y,6 and E), what- 
ever the Gaussian number may be, a dependency is 
introduced between the parameters of the different Gaus- 
sians [16). The best fit in the range -35 < X < 35 (or 
l/(1 + X2) > 10e3) is obtained for the parameter values 
given in Table 1. The relative error takes a maximum of 
0.046 at X equal to 5.43 and its mean-square value is 
0.0007. 

This approximation can also be used for a multidi- 
mensional Lorentzian by simply replacing X2 by Xi + 
2x,x2 + x: + ... and thus the analytic integration is 
still easy. In the 4D case, the expressions are too cumber- 
some to be written here, and thus only the 1D equations 

are given below: + m N,,, + 1 

RO 2 
(x’ - CJ2 

-a. n=1 
W2 

x 

x exp ( -In (2) B,, (x - x’)‘) dx’ 

= 

with 

A, = J(4&/WZ) + B,, and 

W, = J(W,2/4a,2) + (l/&J. 

The result of the convolution product being a sum of 
Gaussians its computation is obviously less time- 
consuming than a numerical integration, especially in the 
4D case. 
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